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!N !RGUMENT FOR 5NIFORM %$ISCOVERY 0RACTICE IN
#ROSS"ORDER #IVIL ,ITIGATION
  
Introduction 
This article addresses electronic evidence and discovery hEDISCOVERYv	
AND ITS ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICALLYSTORED INFORMATION h%3)v	 IN COMPLEX CROSS
BORDER LITIGATION 3INCE BUSINESSES ACROSS THE WORLD EMPLOY COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN
THEIR RESPECTIVE DAILY OPERATIONS THE CHALLENGES BUSINESSES CONFRONT ARE OFTEN
UNIFORM WITH RESPECT TO THE COLLECTION REVIEW PRODUCTION AND OVERALL MANAGEMENT
OF EDISCOVERY n IRRESPECTIVE OF THE FORUM OR NATIONAL VENUE %DISCOVERY IS A SUBJECT
THAT TRANSCENDS NATIONAL BORDERS 4HIS GLOBALIZING TREND WILL UNDOUBTEDLY CONTINUE
AS THE UTILIZATION OF CLOUDBASED COMPUTING REPLACES TRADITIONAL LOCAL HARD DRIVE
BASED INFRASTRUCTURES 4HE FORUM OF A LITIGANTS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND DATA
SCHEMATICS SHOULD NOT IMPEDE THAT PARTYS ACCESS TO COSTEFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT
RESOLUTION OF A LEGAL DISPUTE
4HE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COMMUNITY CONFRONTS SIGNIFICANT OBSTACLES IN THE
DIFFERING PARAMETERS RELATING TO %3) ACROSS THE VARIOUS MAJOR LEGAL FORUMS SUCH AS
THE 5NITED 3TATES AND THE %UROPEAN 5NION INCLUDING DIVERGENT RULES GOVERNING THE
USE AND PRETRIAL EXCHANGE OF THAT DATA WHETHER IN A LITIGATION OR AN ARBITRATION
CONTEXT
Ú  $ANIEL " 'ARRIE $ANIEL + 'ELB
4HE FOLLOWING ARTICLE SUGGESTS A RAPIDLY GROWING NEED FOR THE GLOBAL LEGAL
COMMUNITY TO UNIFORMLY IMPLEMENT A PROCESS FOR HANDLING %3) IN ORDER TO

 $ANIEL " 'ARRIE %SQ IS A PARTNER AT ,AW  &ORENSICS WWWLAWANDFORENSICSCOM	 IN 3EATTLE
7ASHINGTON WITH OFFICES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY AND ABROAD -R 'ARRIE WORKS WITH LARGE AND SMALL COMPANIES IN
COMPLEX FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND SERVING AS ADVISING CLIENTS ON E
DISCOVERY PROCEEDINGS 0RIOR TO JOINING ,AW  &ORENSICS ,,# -R 'ARRIE WAS THE WORLDWIDE $IRECTOR OF
)NFORMATION  'OVERNANCE WITH #HARLES 2IVERS !SSOCIATES WITH OFFICES WORLDWIDE -R 'ARRIE RECEIVED HIS "!
AND -! IN #OMPUTER 3CIENCE FROM "RANDEIS 5NIVERSITY *$ FROM 2UTGERS 3CHOOL OF ,AW AND WAS THE LEAD
AUTHOR OF THE TREATISE %$ISCOVERY  $ISPUTE 2ESOLUTION PUBLISHED BY 4HOMSON  2EUTERS IN 


 $ANIEL + 'ELB %SQ IS A PARTNER AT THE TRIAL LAW FIRM OF 'ELB  'ELB ,,0 WWWGELBGELBCOM	 IN
"OSTON -ASSACHUSETTS -R 'ELB REPRESENTS CLIENTS IN GENERAL AND WHITE COLLAR CRIMINAL DEFENSE MATTERS
COMPLEX CIVIL LITIGATION FOCUSING ON BUSINESS AND SECURITIES AS WELL AS IN ARBITRATIONS AND REGULATORY PROCEEDINGS
0RIOR TO JOINING 'ELB  'ELB ,,0 -R 'ELB WAS AN !SSISTANT $ISTRICT !TTORNEY WITH THE .ORFOLK #OUNTY $ISTRICT
!TTORNEYS /FFICE IN -ASSACHUSETTS -R 'ELB RECEIVED HIS "! IN %NGLISH FROM 4UFTS 5NIVERSITY *$ FROM
"OSTON #OLLEGE ,AW 3CHOOL AND -"! FROM THE "OSTON #OLLEGE #ARROLL 3CHOOL OF -ANAGEMENT
 &OR A LIST OF THE MEMBER NATIONS OF THE %UROPEAN 5NION SEE #OUNTRIES %52/0! HTTPEUROPAEU
ABOUTEUCOUNTRIESINDEX?ENHTM LAST VISITED !PR  	 PROVIDING GENERAL INFORMATION ON ALL %UROPEAN
5NION MEMBER COUNTRIES	
5C>;DGB %$>H8DK:GN >C #GDHH"DG9:G #>K>A ,>I><6I>DC
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EFFECTIVELY BUILD CONFIDENCE IN A MODERN GLOBAL MARKET WHERE DISPUTES ARISE BETWEEN
FOREIGN PARTIES ON A DAILY BASIS
Overview 
3ECTION ) INTRODUCES THE SUBJECT MATTER AND EVOLUTION OF EDISCOVERY AND %3)
3ECTION )) PRESENTS AN OVERVIEW OF THE MANNER IN WHICH SEVERAL OF THE WORLDS LEGAL
FORUMS HANDLE EDISCOVERY
-ODERN COMMERCIAL LITIGATION DEMANDS GUIDELINES TO SPECIFICALLY DIRECT PARTIES
HOW TO UNIFORMLY COLLECT REVIEW AND EXCHANGE %3) CONSISTENT WITH BEST PRACTICES
SUCH AS THE METHODOLOGY PRESENTED BY THE %LECTRONIC $ISCOVERY 2EFERENCE -ODEL
h%$2-v	 AND 4HE 3EDONA #ONFERENCE )NTERNATIONAL 0RINCIPLES ON $ISCOVERY
$ISCLOSURE  $ATA 0ROTECTION "EST 0RACTICES 2ECOMMENDATIONS  0RINCIPLES FOR
!DDRESSING THE 0RESERVATION $ISCOVERY OF 0ROTECTED $ATA IN 53 ,ITIGATION h4HE
3EDONA 0RINCIPLESv	 4HERE IS AN APPARENT NEED FOR COMMUNALIZING THE
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF %3) IN BOTH JUDICIAL AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
PROCEEDINGS 4HEREFORE 3ECTION ))) SUGGESTS A POTENTIAL UNIFORM APPROACH TO CROSS
BORDER EDISCOVERY INCLUDING METHODOLOGIES SUCH AS hPREDICTIVE CODINGv AND
LEVERAGING CENTRAL DATA REPOSITORIES IN ORDER TO MITIGATE INCONSISTENT FORUM
DEPENDENT REGULATORY COMPLICATIONS
I. E-Discovery and Electronically Stored Information 
(ISTORICALLY LITIGATORS WERE GUIDED PRINCIPALLY BY CASE LAW RELATIVE TO HOW %3)
SHOULD BE HANDLED DURING CIVIL LITIGATION .OTABLY THE :UBULAKE LINE OF CASES IS
INFORMATIVE AND MAKES UNEQUIVOCALLY CLEAR THAT A MAJOR AREA OF DISCOVERY PERIL IS
THE SPOLIATION OF ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE WHICH CAN BE FATAL TO A LITIGANTS CASE
 3EE INFRA 0ART )
4HE
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF EDISCOVERY IN THE 5NITED 3TATES DROVE COURTS ACROSS THE
COUNTRY TO INTERPRET 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES AND OTHER LEGAL PRECEDENT TO ADDRESS
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))
 4(% %,%#42/.)# $)3#/6%29 2%&%2%.#%-/$%, HTTPWWWERDMNET LAST VISITED !PR  	
 !-/2 ! %34%"!. %4 !, 4(% 3%$/.! #/.&%2%.#% ).4%2.!4)/.!, 02).#)0,%3 /. $)3#/6%29
$)3#,/352%  $!4! 02/4%#4)/. "%34 02!#4)#%3 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3  02).#)0,%3 &/2 !$$2%33).' 4(%
02%3%26!4)/.  $)3#/6%29 /& 02/4%#4%$ $!4! ). 53 ,)4)'!4)/. %UROPEAN 5NION ED $EC 	
;HEREINAFTER 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES= AVAILABLE AT HTTPSTHESEDONACONFERENCEORGDOWNLOADPUB
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DETAILING A LINE OF CASES THAT EXAMINED THE ALLOCATION OF
COSTS OF EDISCOVERY TO LITIGANTS AND THE DANGERS OF SPOLIATION OF ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE DURING DISCOVERY	
 3EE :UBULAKE V 5"3 7ARBURG ,,# :UBULAKE )	  &2$  3$.9 	 :UBULAKE V 5"3
7ARBURG ,,# :UBULAKE ))	  &2$  3$.9 	 :UBULAKE V 5"37ARBURG ,,# :UBULAKE )))	
 &2$  3$.9 	 :UBULAKE V 5"3 7ARBURG ,,# :UBULAKE )6	  &2$  3$.9 	
:UBULAKE V 5"3 7ARBURG ,,# :UBULAKE 6	  &2$  3$.9 	
 4HIS TEXT WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN $ANIEL + 'ELB 5NDERSTANDING THE %DISCOVERY /BLIGATIONS "EFORE
-AKING A #ERTIFICATION $)')4!, $)3#/6%29  %%6)$%.#% /CT   AT n  Nn 4HE AUTHORS CONTENT
CONTAINED HEREIN HOWEVER IS UNRELATED TO HIS PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED WORK
$6C>:A " '6GG>: $6C>:A + ':A7
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CONCEPTS SUCH AS SUCH AS FORM OF PRODUCTION SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE AND COST
SHIFTING
7ITH THE GROWING INTERPRETATION OF 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF COMMON LAW LEGAL PRECEDENT ON EDISCOVERY THE !MERICAN FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM
IDENTIFIED A NEED FOR DEDICATED RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ADDRESSING %3) IN CIVIL
LITIGATION 4HEREFORE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROMULGATED CERTAIN PROVISIONS
AMENDING THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE h&2#0v	 CONCERNING THE PRETRIAL
EXCHANGE OF %3)
)N THE 5NITED 3TATES THE MOST NOTABLY IMPACTED AREA IN CIVIL LITIGATION HAS BEEN
THE INCORPORATION OF DISCOVERY PLANS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF %3) INTO COURTS PRETRIAL
SCHEDULING ORDERS BY THE #OURT &2#0 	 IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARTIES OBLIGATIONS TO
MEET AND CONFER TO PROPOSE THE CONTEXT OF SUCH PLANS TO THE COURT &2#0 	 )N
ADDITION RULES GOVERNING CIVIL LITIGATION DISCOVERY TOOLS SUCH AS INTERROGATORIES
&2#0 	 DOCUMENT REQUESTS &2#0 	 AND THIRDPARTY SUBPOENAS &2#0 	
HAVE ARGUABLY BEEN AMONG THE MOST WIDELY ADDRESSED BY COURTS SINCE THE $ECEMBER
  AMENDMENTS
 3EE EG :UBULAKE )  &2$ AT  N AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT  N AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
CITING 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES TO SUPPORT A DISTINCTION BETWEEN hACCESSIBLEv AND hINACCESSIBLEv DATA AND TO URGE
SPECIFICITY IN EDISCOVERY REQUESTS	 :UBULAKE )))  &2$ AT  N DISCUSSING PRIVILEGE AS IT RELATES TO %3)	
:UBULAKE )6  &2$ AT  N AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT CITING 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES IN STATING THAT hA
PARTY NEED NOT PRESERVE ALL BACKUP TAPES EVEN WHEN IT REASONABLY ANTICIPATES LITIGATIONv	 :UBULAKE 6  &2$
AT  HIGHLIGHTING 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES AS hVERY USEFUL GUIDANCE ON THORNY ISSUES RELATING TO THE DISCOVERY OF
ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATIONv	 3EE ALSO #OLEMAN 0ARENT	 (OLDINGS )NC V -ORGAN 3TANLEY  #O )NC
.O#!88/#!) 7,  AT 
 &LA #IR #T -AR  	 GRANTING PLAINTIFFS MOTION
FOR ADVERSE INFERENCE INSTRUCTION DUE TO -ORGAN 3TANLEYS DESTRUCTION OF EMAILS	 REVD ON OTHER GROUNDS SUB
NOM -ORGAN 3TANLEY  #O )NC V #OLEMAN 0ARENT	 (OLDINGS )NC  3OD  &LA $IST #T !PP
	 0RESS 2ELEASE &IN )NDUS 2EGULATORY !UTH -ORGAN 3TANLEY TO 0AY  -ILLION TO 2ESOLVE &).2!
#HARGES THAT IT &AILED TO 0ROVIDE $OCUMENTS TO !RBITRATION #LAIMANTS 2EGULATORS 3EPT  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWFINRAORG0RESS2OOM.EWS2ELEASES.EWS2ELEASES0 ANNOUNCING A hFIRST OF ITS KINDv
SETTLEMENT FOR -ORGAN 3TANLEYS FAILURE ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS TO PROVIDE EMAILS TO CLAIMANTS IN ARBITRATION
PROCEEDINGS	
 3EE EG -EMORANDUM FROM -YLES 6 ,YNK #HAIR $ISCOVERY 3UBCOMM *UDICIAL #ONFERENCE OF THE
53 AND 2ICHARD -ARCUS 3PECIAL 2EPORTER !DVISORY #OMM ON #IVIL 2ULES *UDICIAL #ONFERENCE OF THE 53 TO
0ARTICIPANTS IN THE &EBRUARY  &ORDHAM %$ISCOVERY #ONFERENCE n *AN  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWUSCOURTSGOVUSCOURTS2ULES!ND0OLICIESRULES%$ISCOVERY?#ONF?!GENDA?-ATERIALSPDF DETAILING
THE HISTORY OF CONSIDERATION OF THE NEED FOR DEDICATED EDISCOVERY RULES	
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE &%$ 2 #)6 0 F		 THE PARTIES MUST CONFER AS SOON AS PRACTICABLEAND IN ANY EVENT AT LEAST
 DAYS BEFORE  A SCHEDULING ORDER IS DUE UNDER 2ULE B		 &%$ 2 #)6 0 B		"	III	 A SCHEDULING
ORDER MAY PROVIDE FOR DISCLOSURE OR DISCOVERY OF ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION	 &%$ 2 #)6 0 F		#	
THE PARTIES MUST DEVELOP A DISCOVERY PLAN WHICH MUST STATE THE PARTIESg VIEWS AND PROPOSALS ON    ANY ISSUES
ABOUT DISCLOSURE OR DISCOVERY OF ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION INCLUDING THE FORMS IN WHICH IT SHOULD BE
PRODUCED	
 3EE &%$ 2 #)6 0 D	 DEALING WITH INTERROGATORIES	 &%$ 2 #)6 0  DEALING WITH PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION AND TANGIBLE THINGS	 &%$ 2 #)6 0  DEALING WITH SUBPOENAS TO
NONPARTIES	 3EE ALSO %MILY "URNS ET AL %$ISCOVERY /NE 9EAR OF THE !MENDED &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE
 .95 !.. 3526 !- ,   	 DISCUSSING COURTS FOCUS ON  AMENDMENTS WITHIN THE FIRST
YEAR OF THE NEW RULES PROMULGATION	
5C>;DGB %$>H8DK:GN >C #GDHH"DG9:G #>K>A ,>I><6I>DC
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4HE &2#0 RELATING TO EDISCOVERY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF GROUNDBREAKING LEGAL
PRECEDENT CONCERNING PRESERVATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT %3) ARE ARGUABLY
BORNE FROM A DESIRE IN THE 5NITED 3TATES FOR SYSTEMIC ADOPTION OF hBEST PRACTICESv IN
HANDLING THE COLLECTION REVIEW AND PRODUCTION OF %3) IN CIVIL LITIGATION &OR
EXAMPLE OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS THE LEGAL PROFESSION HAS COLLABORATED WITH %3)
EXPERTS TO CULTIVATE THE %$2- 4HEREFORE IN CIVIL LITIGATION MATTERS THERE IS A
CODIFIED REQUIREMENT FOR PARTIES TO IDENTIFY REVIEW AND PRODUCE %3) RELATED TO THE
UNDERLYING CASE AND CONTROVERSY PENDING BEFORE THE COURTWITH A PROPOSED MODEL
OF CONDUCT TO FOLLOW
4HE RULES ADDRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF HANDLING EDISCOVERY WITH DILIGENCE AT THE
FEDERAL LEVEL AND RESOURCES SUCH AS 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES PROVIDE PRACTICAL
GUIDANCE ON HOW TO HANDLE %3) )N ADDITION AT THE STATE LEVEL STATE COURT TRIAL JUDGES
ARE GUIDED BUT NOT BOUND	 BY 4HE .ATIONAL #ENTER FOR 3TATE #OURTS 'UIDELINES FOR
3TATE 4RIAL #OURTS 2EGARDING $ISCOVERY OF %LECTRONICALLY 3TORED )NFORMATION
h'UIDELINESv	 APPROVED BY THE #ONFERENCE OF #HIEF *USTICES h##*v	 IN !UGUST
 4HE ##*S APPROVAL OF THE 'UIDELINES IS THE PRODUCT OF THE DELIBERATION OF
ISSUES RELATING TO EDISCOVERY AT THE STATE COURT LEVEL NATIONWIDE .OTABLY LIKE THE
:UBULAKE CASES THE 'UIDELINES ALSO REFERENCE 4HE 3EDONA 0RINCIPLES
!CCUMULATION OF DISCOVERY COSTS COUPLED WITH THE ADDED EXPOSURE OF REGULATORY
PENALTIES IN EDISCOVERY MISHAPS ONLY FURTHER AGGRAVATE THE ALREADY UNCERTAIN AND
EXPENSIVE NATURE OF COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION AND THIS APPLIES INTERNATIONALLY AS
WELL AS IN THE 5NITED 3TATES (OWEVER BEFORE ADDRESSING THE NEED FOR A DEDICATED SET
OF RULES TO ADDRESS CROSSBORDER EDISCOVERY IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND NUANCES
OF THE MOST PREDOMINANT LEGAL SYSTEMS AROUND THE WORLD
4HE MAJORITY OF THE 5NITED 3TATES THE 5NITED +INGDOM #ANADA AND )NDIA AS
WELL AS !USTRALIA .EW :EALAND )RELAND 3INGAPORE (ONG +ONG AND NUMEROUS
OTHER COUNTRIES POSSESS COMMON LAW SYSTEMS  4HE COMMON LAW AND COURT OF
EQUITY ARE SYSTEMS OF LAW BEING CONTINUALLY BUILT BY DECISIONS IN CASES BY THE
JUDICIARY
 3EE EG 0ENSION #OMM OF THE 5NIV OF -ONTREAL 0ENSION 0LAN V "ANC OF !M 3EC  &3UPPD
 n 3$.9 	 HOLDING THAT INVESTORS DUTY TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE WAS TRIGGERED BY THE FILING OF A
COMPLAINT WITH THE "RITISH 6IRGIN )SLANDS &INANCIAL 3ERVICES #OMMISSION AND ORDERING SANCTIONS AGAINST
INVESTORS WHOSE FAILURE TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE AMOUNTED TO GROSS NEGLIGENCE AND ALSO AGAINST OTHER INVESTORS
WHOSE FAILURE TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE AMOUNTED TO NEGLIGENCE	
 &REQUENTLY !SKED 1UESTIONS 4(% %,%# $)3#/6%29 2%&%2%.#% -/$%, HTTPWWWEDRMNET LAST
VISITED !PR  	
 %$2- -ODEL #ODE OF #ONDUCT 4(% %,%# $)3#/6%29 2%&%2%.#% -/$%, HTTPWWWEDRMNET
RESOURCESMCOC LAST VISITED !PR  	
 #/.&%2%.#% /& #()%& *534)#%3 '5)$%,).%3 &/2 34!4% 42)!, #/5243 2%'!2$).' $)3#/6%29 /&
%,%#42/.)#!,,9 34/2%$ ).&/2-!4)/. AT VII 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCSCONLINEORGIMAGES%$ISC##*
'UIDELINES&INALPDF 4HIS PARAGRAPHS TEXT WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN $ANIEL + 'ELB 5NDERSTANDING THE %
DISCOVERY /BLIGATIONS "EFORE -AKING A #ERTIFICATION $)')4!, $)3#/6%29 %%6)$%.#% /CT   AT 
 )D AT  
 4HE 7ORLD &ACTBOOK #%.42!, ).4%,,)'%.#% !'%.#9 HTTPSWWWCIAGOVLIBRARYPUBLICATIONSTHE
WORLDFACTBOOKFIELDSHTML LAST VISITED !PR  	
 3EE EG 4HOMAS 7 -ERRILL *UDICIAL /PINIONS AS "INDING ,AW AND AS %XPLANATIONS FOR *UDGMENTS 
#!2$/:/ , 2%6   	 DISCUSSING STARE DECISIS AND JUDICIAL DECISIONS	
$6C>:A " '6GG>: $6C>:A + ':A7
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!LTERNATIVELY CIVIL LAW CAN BE CONTRASTED WITH THE COMMON LAW SYSTEM 5NLIKE
THE COMMON LAW FRAMEWORK CIVIL LAW COURTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY BASED ON JUDICIAL
DECISIONS THAT ESTABLISH PRECEDENTIAL AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM PRIOR DECISIONS #IVIL
LAW COURTS TYPICALLY DO NOT UTILIZE JURIES WITH THE EXCEPTION OF CERTAIN CRIMINAL
MATTERS %XAMPLES OF CIVIL LAW SYSTEMS INCLUDE MOST OF THE %UROPEAN 5NION STATES
#HINA *APAN "RAZIL -EXICO 2USSIA !RGENTINA AND %THIOPIA .OTABLY THE
%UROPEAN 5NION #OURT OF *USTICE TAKES SOMEWHAT OF A HYBRID APPROACH TO CIVIL LAW
AND THE COMMON LAW PRACTICE OF PLACING IMPORTANCE ON CASE LAW )T IS ALSO
IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT COMMON LAW COUNTRIES TYPICALLY HAVE A MORE LITIGIOUS
APPROACH TO ARBITRATION THAN CIVIL LAW COUNTRIES n WHEN IN FACT AN ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION IS ACCESSIBLE TO THE PARTIES
)SLAMIC LAW IS ONE OF THE THREE MAJOR WORLDWIDE LEGAL SYSTEMS IN ADDITION TO
COMMON LAW AND CIVIL LAW )SLAMIC LAW ALSO KNOWN AS 3HARIA LAW	 GOVERNS SUCH
)SLAMIC COUNTRIES AS 3AUDI !RABIA AND )RAN ,ASTLY THERE ARE A FEW COUNTRIES THAT
STILL EMPLOY SOCIALIST LAW IN THEIR LEGAL SYSTEMS -OST SOCIALIST LAW COURTS ARE
JUDICIARIES ESTABLISHED BY DICTATORSHIPSTYLE GOVERNMENTS AND CONSIST OF JUDGES THAT
CONTROL THE TRIALS AND ARE NOT INDEPENDENT FROM THE FACTFINDING PROCESS
5NDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF THE VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEMS IS
IMPORTANT WHEN ANALYZING THE ROLE DISCOVERY n AND PARTICULARLY EDISCOVERY n WILL
PLAY IN A PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING -OST IMPORTANTLY COUNSEL MUST APPRECIATE
THE EXTENT AND NATURE OF THE ROLES JUDGES TAKE IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES AND THE
LIKELIHOOD LITIGANTS WILL BE ABLE TO RELY ON LEGAL PRECEDENT n AS OPPOSED TO A DECISION
MAKING PROCESS WITH LESS STRUCTURE n WHEN HANDLING AND LITIGATING ISSUES CONCERNING
%3)
'IVEN THAT EDISCOVERY HAS BECOME EXTREMELY EXPENSIVE IN LITIGATION GENERALLY
PARTIES HAVE PROACTIVELY CONTRACTED TO RESOLVE INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL LITIGATION IN
 3EE */(. (%.29-%229-!. 4(% #)6), ,!7 42!$)4)/. !. ).42/$5#4)/. 4/ 4(% ,%'!, 3934%-3 /&
7%34%2. %52/0% !.$ ,!4). !-%2)#!  	
 *!-%3 ' !00,%  2/"%24 0 $%9,).' &%$ *5$)#)!, #42 ! 02)-%2 /. 4(% #)6),,!7 3934%- 
	
 4HE 7ORLD &ACTBOOK SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE EG 0AUL ,EFEBVRE ET AL ,EGAL 0ROFESSIONAL 0RIVILEGE #OMPARING $IFFERENT !PPROACHES 7ITHIN THE
5NITED 3TATES AND THE %UROPEAN 5NION  $%& #/5.3 *  n 	 EXPLORING THE ROLE OF CASE LAW IN THE
%UROPEAN 5NION #OURT OF *USTICE THROUGH CASE STUDY	
 3EE GENERALLY 3IEGFRIED ( %LSING  *OHN - 4OWNSEND "RIDGING THE #OMMON ,AW #IVIL ,AW $IVIDE IN
!RBITRATION  !2" ).4,   	 DISCUSSING DIFFERENCES IN HOW DOCUMENTATION IS HANDLED BY COMMON LAW
AND CIVIL LAW IN ARBITRATION	
 3EE 'AMAL -OURSI "ADR )SLAMIC ,AW )TS 2ELATION TO /THER ,EGAL 3YSTEMS  !- * #/-0 ,  
	 CHARACTERIZING )SLAMIC LAW AS ONE OF THREE hMAJOR WORLD LEGAL SYSTEMSv	
 -ICHAEL 'ALLAGHER 4HE -ANY &ACES OF 3HARIA ""# .%73 *UN    !-	 HTTPNEWSBBC
COUKHI!FRICASTM
 3EE 2AFAEL ,A 0ORTA ET AL 4HE %CONOMIC #ONSEQUENCES OF ,EGAL /RIGINS  * %#/. ,)4%2!452%  
	 DISCUSSING FORMER AND CURRENT SOCIALIST LAW COUNTRIES	
 3EE EG -ICHAEL 2OSENFELD #OMPARING #ONSTITUTIONAL 2EVIEW "Y THE %UROPEAN #OURT OF *USTICE AND THE
53 3UPREME #OURT  ).4, * #/.34 ,   NOTING THAT THE %UROPEAN #OURT OF *USTICE RELIES HEAVILY ON
CIVIL LAW JUDGES BUT FUNCTIONS LIKE A COMMON LAW COURT IN REGARDS TO ITS CONSTITUTIONAL JURISPRUDENCE	
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION FORUMS h!$2v	 4HIS IS PARTICULARLY THE CASE WHERE
COMMON LAW LITIGATION STYLE IS MORE AKIN TO THE PROCEDURES EMPLOYED BY THE
!RBITRAL 4RIBUNAL WHICH PRESIDES OVER THE ,ONDON #OURT OF )NTERNATIONAL
!RBITRATION h,#)!v	 !DDITIONAL COMPONENTS TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
DISPUTES ARE LANGUAGE BARRIERS WHICH HAVE THE ABILITY TO CREATE ADDITIONAL BURDENS
AND COSTS DURING THE INTERNATIONAL EDISCOVERY PROCESS
4HE !RBITRAL 4RIBUNAL IS EMPOWERED TO GOVERN EDISCOVERY BY VIRTUE OF !RTICLE 
OF THE ,#)! !RBITRATION 2ULES $ISCOVERY IN ,#)! PROCEEDINGS FOCUSES ON THE
RELEVANCE OF DOCUMENTS AND THAT FOCUS NARROWS THE SCOPE OF DISCOVERY ,ITIGANTS
IN THE 5NITED 3TATES BY COMPARISON APPEAR TO BROADEN THE SCOPE OF DISCOVERY OF
%3) LOSING FOCUS ON REQUESTING SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS AND BECOMING ENGROSSED IN
OVERBROAD CATEGORICAL REQUESTS 4HIS APPROACH MAKES EDISCOVERY MORE EXPENSIVE
THAN NECESSARY TURNING THE PROCESS INTO hDISCOVERY LITIGATIONv RATHER THAN A PURSUIT
OF JUSTICE 4HE ,#)! HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY MORE INVOLVED IN THE PREHEARING
EXCHANGE OF %3) BY PROMULGATING STANDARDS SPECIFICALLY PERTAINING TO THE PROCESS
#ERTAIN !$2 PROVIDERS HAVE FOLLOWED SUIT n BOTH IN THE 5NITED 3TATES AND ABROAD n
MAKING !$2 MORE ATTRACTIVE THAN JUDICIAL PROCESS IN MATTERS INVOLVING HIGH
VOLUME EDISCOVERY
4HE CONCEPT OF hELECTRONICv EVIDENCE IS NOW COMMONPLACE IN CIVIL LITIGATION )N
FACT IN  THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE WERE AMENDED TO INCORPORATE
hDATA COMPILATIONSv AS DISCOVERABLE ITEMS
 3EE 15%%. -!29 5.)6 /& ,/.$/. 3#( /& ).4g, !2")42!4)/.  02)#%7!4%2(/53%#//0%23
).4%2.!4)/.!, !2")42!4)/. #/20/2!4% !44)45$%3 !.$ 02!#4)#%3  	 HTTP WWWPWCCOMEN?
"%BEPUBLICATIONSIASTUDYPWCPDF STATING THAT NINETYFIVE PERCENT OF INHOUSE COUNSEL INCLUDE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION CLAUSES IN CROSSBORDER CONTRACTS AND SIXTYTWO PERCENT INCLUDE INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION CLAUSES AS A
MATTER OF PRACTICE	
4HE !DVISORY #OMMITTEE .OTES FOR THE
 ,ONDON #OURT OF )NTERNATIONAL !RBITRATION 2ULES 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWLCIAORG !BSENT THE
PARTIES CONSENT THE ,#)! !RBITRATION 2ULES REQUIRE THAT THE ARBITRATOR BE OF A NATIONALITY OTHER THAN THAT OF
EITHER OF THE PARTIES WHEN THE PARTIES ARE FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES )D ART 
 3EE ID ART  DETAILING PROCEDURES TO BE TAKEN IN SITUATIONS WHERE LANGUAGE BARRIERS EXIST	
 4HIS AUTHORIZES THE 4RIBUNAL TO ORDER THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND OTHER MATERIALS AND TO SET
RULES FOR THE EXCHANGE OF THOSE MATERIALS )D ART D	nF	
 )D ART E	
 !$6)3/29 #/5.#), &/2 4(% 53 #/524 /& !00%!,3 &/2 4(% &%$ #)2#5)4 !. %$)3#/6%29 -/$%,
/2$%2  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCAFCUSCOURTSGOVIMAGESSTORIESTHECOURT%DISCOVERY?-ODEL?
/RDERPDF
 )D
 3EE ,ONDON #OURT OF )NTERNATIONAL !RBITRATION 2ULES ART D	nF	 	 DETAILING THE 4RIBUNALS
CONTROL OVER THE DISCOVERY PROCESS	
 3EE EG ).4, ).34 &/2 #/.&,)#4 02%6%.4)/.  2%3/,54)/. #02 02/4/#/, /. $)3#,/352% /&
$/#5-%.43 !.$ 02%3%.4!4)/. /& 7)4.%33%3 ). #/--%2#)!, !2")42!4)/.  INSTRUCTING ARBITRATORS TO KEEP
hTHE HIGH COST AND BURDENS ASSOCIATED WITH COMPLIANCE WITH REQUESTS FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF ELECTRONIC
INFORMATIONv IN MIND WHEN MAKING DISCOVERY RULINGS	 #F -ANCIA V -AYFLOWER 4EXTILE 3ERVS #O  &2$
  $ -D 	 h4HE FAILURE TO ENGAGE IN DISCOVERY AS REQUIRED BY 2ULE G	 IS ONE REASON WHY THE COST
OF DISCOVERY IS SO WIDELY CRITICIZED AS BEING EXCESSIVETO THE POINT OF PRICING LITIGANTS OUT OF COURTv	 2ULE G	
IS DESIGNED TO PREVENT OVERBURDENSOME DISCOVERY REQUESTS &%$ 2 #)6 0 G	 ADVISORY COMMITTEES NOTE
 3EE 0ROPOSED !MENDMENTS TO THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE 2ELATING TO $ISCOVERY  &2$
  	 SEE ALSO !NTI-ONOPOLY )NC V (ASBRO )NC .O #)6 ,--	 !*0	  7, 
AT 
 3$.9 .OV  	 ACKNOWLEDGING COMPUTERIZED DATA COMPILATIONS CAN BE DISCOVERABLE	 -UCH OF
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 AMENDMENTS ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE INTENT OF THE REVISION WAS TO BRING THE
DISCOVERY PROCESS MORE IN SYNCH WITH EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY 4HE 5NITED 3TATES WAS
NOT ALONE IN THIS EFFORT
/VER THE PAST DECADE THERE HAVE BEEN FURTHER ATTEMPTS TO KEEP EDISCOVERY ON
PACE WITH TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AS REFLECTED IN SUCH CASES AS-C0EEK V !SHCROFT
2OWE %NTERTAINMENT )NC V 4HE 7ILLIAM -ORRIS !GENCY )NC AND :UBULAKE V 5"3
7ARBURG ,,# 4HESE CASES HAVE LED TO CORPORATIONS BEING ORDERED TO PRESERVE AND
hPRODUCE SOMETIMES AT CONSIDERABLE EXPENSE COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION INCLUDING
EMAIL MESSAGES SUPPORT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE VOICEMAIL SYSTEMS COMPUTER STORAGE
MEDIA AND BACKUP TAPES AND TELEPHONE RECORDSv /N $ECEMBER   THE
FEDERAL COURTS RESPONDED TO THE GROWING DEMANDS AND COMPLEXITIES OF EDISCOVERY
BY AMENDING THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE TO ADDRESS DISCOVERY AND %3)
ISSUES
THE TEXT AND ACCOMPANYING FOOTNOTES IN THE NEXT THREE PARAGRAPHS WERE ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN $ANIEL " 'ARRIE
 $ANIEL + 'ELB %DISCOVERY IN #RIMINAL #ASES ! .EED FOR 3PECIFIC 2ULES  35&&/,+ 5 , 2%6  n
n Nn 	
4HESE RULES HAVE BEEN FURTHER AMENDED IN CERTAIN AREAS BUT CONTINUE TO
MAINTAIN THAT EDISCOVERY IS INHERENTLY EMBEDDED INTO MODERN LEGAL DISPUTES
 3EE 0ROPOSED !MENDMENTS TO THE &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE 2ELATING TO $ISCOVERY  &2$ AT

 3EE EG INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
 $ANIEL " 'ARRIE h#RIMINAL #ASE 'ONE 0APERLESSv (ANGING 7ITH THE 7RONG #ROWD  3!. $)%'/ ,
2%6  n 	
  &2$  $$# 	 4HE -C0EEK COURT USED A hMARGINAL UTILITYv APPROACH TO ORDER THE
PRODUCING PARTY TO RESTORE A LIMITED NUMBER OF BACKUP TAPES CONTAINING EMAILS THAT MAY HAVE BEEN PERTINENT TO
THE CASE )D AT  4HE COURT HELD THAT THERE WAS ENOUGH LIKELIHOOD OF FINDING RESPONSIVE EMAILS IN BACKUP TAPES
CREATED OVER A ONE YEAR PERIOD TO JUSTIFY IMPOSING THE COSTS OF THE SEARCH ON THE PRODUCING PARTY )D 4HE COURT
FURTHER ORDERED THE PRODUCING PARTY TO KEEP A RECORD OF ITS COSTS SO THE PARTIES COULD ARGUE WHETHER THE SEARCH
RESULTS WOULD JUSTIFY FURTHER BACKUP TAPE RESTORATION )D AT 
  &2$  3$.9 	 )N 2OWE A PRODUCING PARTY MOVED FOR A BLANKET PROTECTIVE ORDER
PRECLUDING DISCOVERY OF EMAIL STORED ON BACKUP DISKS AND OTHER MEDIA )D AT n 4HE COURT HELD THAT WHILE
THERE WAS NO JUSTIFICATION FOR A BLANKET PROTECTIVE ORDER THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH RESTORING AND PRODUCING THE
EMAILS SHOULD BE SHIFTED TO THE REQUESTING PARTY )D AT   )N DOING SO THE COURT CREATED AND APPLIED AN
EIGHTFACTOR COSTSHIFTING TEST )D AT 
  &2$  3$.9 	 )N A GENDER DISCRIMINATION SUIT AGAINST HER FORMER EMPLOYER THE
PLAINTIFF REQUESTED THAT THE DEFENDANT PRODUCE ;A=LL DOCUMENTS CONCERNING ANY COMMUNICATION BY OR BETWEEN
5"3 EMPLOYEES CONCERNING PLAINTIFF )D AT  INTERNAL QUOTATIONS OMITTED	 4HE DEFENDANT PRODUCED 
PAGES OF DOCUMENTS INCLUDING APPROXIMATELY  PAGES OF EMAILS )D AT n 4HE PLAINTIFF KNEW THAT
ADDITIONAL RESPONSIVE EMAILS EXISTED BECAUSE SHE IN FACT HAD PRODUCED APPROXIMATELY  PAGES OF EMAIL FROM
HER OWN CORRESPONDENCE )D AT  4HE PLAINTIFF THEN REQUESTED THAT THE DEFENDANTS PRODUCE THE ADDITIONAL
EMAIL FROM ARCHIVAL MEDIA )D #LAIMING UNDUE BURDEN AND EXPENSE THE DEFENDANT URGED THE COURT TO SHIFT THE
COST OF PRODUCTION TO THE PLAINTIFF CITING THE 2OWE DECISION )D AT  4HE COURT NOTED THAT THE APPLICATION OF
2OWEgS EIGHTFACTOR COSTSHIFTING TEST MAY RESULT IN DISPROPORTIONATE COSTSHIFTING AWAY FROM LARGE DEFENDANTS
)D AT  )T THEN MODIFIED THE TEST TO INCLUDE ONLY SEVEN FACTORS )D AT  !PPLYING THE MODIFIED TEST THE
COURT ORDERED THE DEFENDANT TO PRODUCE AT ITS OWN EXPENSE ALL RESPONSIVE EMAIL EXISTING ON ITS OPTICAL DISKS
ACTIVE SERVERS AND FIVE BACKUP TAPES SELECTED BY THE PLAINTIFF )D AT  $ISCOVERY OF EMAILS STORED ON THE
ADDITIONAL EIGHTYNINE BACKUP TAPES REMAINED CONTINGENT UPON A SUCCESSFUL INITIAL SEARCH OF THE FIRST FIVE TAPES
)D
 0ETER "ROWN $EVELOPING #ORPORATE )NTERNET )NTRANET AND %MAIL 0OLICIES  0,)0!4   	
CITING )N RE "RAND .AME 0RESCRIPTION $RUGS !NTITRUST ,ITIGATION .O #  7,  .$ )LL *UNE
 		 SEE ALSO &%$ 2 #)6 0  REQUIRING PARTIES TO PRODUCE AND PERMIT INSPECTION OF %3)	
 3EE &%$ 2 #)6 0 C		&	 CONTROLLING AND SCHEDULING DISCOVERY INCLUDING DISCOVERY OF %3)	 )D
A		!	I	 DUTY TO DISCLOSE %3)	 &%$ 2 #)6 0 D	 ALLOWING THE USE OF %3) TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES	
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4HE AMENDED &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE DEFINED %3) AND SET OUT A SERIES OF
REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTIES TO IDENTIFY %3) AT THE START OF LITIGATION 3PECIFICALLY
AMENDED 2ULE A	 DEFINES %3) AS hOTHER DATA OR DATA COMPILATIONS    STORED IN
ANY MEDIUM FROM WHICH INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED DIRECTLY OR IF NECESSARY AFTER
TRANSLATION BY THE RESPONDING PARTY INTO A REASONABLY USABLE FORMv #OURTS HAVE
APPLIED THE AMENDED RULES BY REQUIRING BOTH CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL PARTIES TO
PRESERVE IDENTIFY DISCLOSE AND PRODUCE ON PAIN OF MONETARY AND OTHER SANCTIONS
RELEVANT INFORMATION ON ANY ELECTRONIC DEVICE
/THER FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS PROMULGATED RULES PERTAINING TO %3) &OR EXAMPLE
SHORTLY AFTER THE ADVENT OF THE INTERNET IN  THE %UROPEAN 5NION h%5v	
DEVELOPED ITS $ATA 0RIVACY $IRECTIVE h%5 $IRECTIVEv	 .OTABLY THE %5 $IRECTIVE
CAUSED GREAT CONCERN FOR CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY IN CROSSBORDER DISPUTES LEADING
THE %5 TO FURTHER PROMULGATE REGULATIONS AMENDING THE %5 $IRECTIVE
! @RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN WILL HELP PEOPLE BETTER MANAGE DATAPROTECTION RISKS
ONLINE 7HEN THEY NO LONGER WANT THEIR DATA TO BE PROCESSED AND THERE ARE
NO LEGITIMATE GROUNDS FOR RETAINING IT THE DATA WILL BE DELETED
!S REFLECTED
ON THE %5S WEBSITE THE FOLLOWING ARE ASPECTS OF THE RECENTLY ANNOUNCED
AMENDMENTS WHICH WILL LIKELY STREAMLINE THE ACCESSIBILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY OF %3)
FOR INTERNATIONAL LITIGANTS
3EE ID  PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE PRODUCTION OF %3)	 &%$ 2 #)6 0  RULES ABOUT FAILURE TO MAKE
DISCLOSURES OR TO COOPERATE IN DISCOVERY	 &%$ 2 #)6 0  ADDRESSING SUBPOENAS FOR %3)	
 3EE &%$ 2 #)6 0 A		!	 DEFINING BROAD SCOPE OF %3)	 SEE ALSO SUPRA NOTE  DETAILING VARIOUS
PRETRIAL %3) REQUIREMENTS	
 &%$ 2 #)6 0 A		!	 4HIS DEFINITION IS INTENDED TO BE NEITHER PRECISE NOR LIMITING AS THE RULE IS
hEXPANSIVE AND INCLUDES ANY TYPE OF INFORMATION THAT IS STORED ELECTRONICALLYv )D A	 ADVISORY COMMITTEES
NOTE 4HUS THE TERM HAS A hBROAD MEANINGv )D A	 ADVISORY COMMITTEES NOTE
 3EE EG !RISTA 2ECORDS ,,# V 5SENETCOM )NC  & 3UPP  n 3$.9 	 IMPOSING
ATTORNEYSg FEES COSTS AND ADVERSE INFERENCE SANCTION FOR DEFENDANTgS FAILURE TO PRESERVE DATA	 &OX V 2IVERDEEP
)NC .O   53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 
n %$ -ICH $EC  	 SANCTIONING DEFENDANT
FOR FAILURE TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE INCLUDING EMAILS UPON RECEIVING CEASEANDDESIST LETTER	 #ACHE ,A 0OUDRE
&EEDS ,,# V ,AND /g,AKES )NC  &2$  n $ #OLO 	 IMPOSING MONETARY SANCTIONS AND
AWARDING COSTS WHERE DEFENDANT FAILED TO IDENTIFY AND PRESERVE RELEVANT %3)	 !MERSHAM "IOSCIENCES #ORP V
0ERKIN%LMER )NC  7,  $.* 	 DEALING WITH THE INADVERTENT DISCLOSURE OF PRIVILEGED EMAILS
DURING DISCOVERY	 'ORDON 0ARTNERS V "LUMENTHAL  &2$  3$.9 	 IMPOSING ADVERSE INFERENCE
SPOLIATION SANCTION IN SECURITIES FRAUD ACTION BECAUSE DEFENDANT CORPORATION HAD THE PRACTICAL ABILITY TO OBTAIN
DOCUMENTS IT NEEDED FROM A NONPARTY CORPORATION AND DEFENDANT CORPORATIONgS FAILURE TO PRESERVE RELEVANT
EMAIL WAS GROSSLY NEGLIGENT	
 #OUNCIL $IRECTIVE %# OF THE %UROPEAN 0ARLIAMENT AND OF THE #OUNCIL OF  /CTOBER  ON THE
0ROTECTION OF )NDIVIDUALS WITH 2EGARD TO THE 0ROCESSING OF 0ERSONAL $ATA AND ON THE &REE -OVEMENT OF 3UCH
$ATA  /* , 	 
 3EE 0RESS 2ELEASE %UR #OMMN #OMMISSION 0ROPOSES A #OMPREHENSIVE 2EFORM OF THE $ATA
0ROTECTION 2ULES TO )NCREASE 5SERSg #ONTROL OF 4HEIR $ATA AND TO #UT #OSTS FOR "USINESSES *AN  	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPEUROPAEURAPIDPRESS2ELEASES!CTIONDOREFERENCE)0FORMAT(4-,AGED
LANGUAGE%.GUI,ANGUAGEEN 3EE ALSO 0ROPOSAL FOR A 2EGULATION OF THE %UROPEAN 0ARLIAMENT AND OF THE
#OUNCIL ON THE 0ROTECTION OF )NDIVIDUALS WITH REGARD TO THE 0ROCESSING OF 0ERSONAL $ATA AND ON THE &REE -OVEMENT
OF 3UCH $ATA 'ENERAL $ATA 0ROTECTION 2EGULATION	 #/- 	  FINAL *AN  	 LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL BY
THE %UROPEAN #OMMISSION FOR A 'ENERAL $ATA 0ROTECTION 2EGULATION	
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7HENEVER CONSENT IS REQUIRED FOR DATA PROCESSING IT WILL HAVE TO BE GIVEN
EXPLICITLY RATHER THAN BE ASSUMED
%ASIER ACCESS TO ONES OWN DATA AND THE RIGHT OF DATA PORTABILITY IE EASIER
TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA FROM ONE SERVICE PROVIDER TO ANOTHER
#OMPANIES AND ORGANISATIONS WILL HAVE TO NOTIFY SERIOUS DATA BREACHES
WITHOUT UNDUE DELAY WHERE FEASIBLE WITHIN  HOURS
! SINGLE SET OF RULES ON DATA PROTECTION VALID ACROSS THE %5
#OMPANIES WILL ONLY HAVE TO DEAL WITH A SINGLE NATIONAL DATA PROTECTION
AUTHORITY n IN THE %5 COUNTRY WHERE THEY HAVE THEIR MAIN ESTABLISHMENT
)NDIVIDUALS WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO REFER ALL CASES TO THEIR HOME NATIONAL DATA
PROTECTION AUTHORITY EVEN WHEN THEIR PERSONAL DATA IS PROCESSED OUTSIDE
THEIR HOME COUNTRY
%5 RULES WILL APPLY TO COMPANIES NOT ESTABLISHED IN THE %5 IF THEY OFFER
GOODS OR SERVICES IN THE %5 OR MONITOR THE ONLINE BEHAVIOUR OF CITIZENS
)NCREASED RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THOSE PROCESSING PERSONAL
DATA
5NNECESSARY ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS SUCH AS NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMPANIES PROCESSING PERSONAL DATA WILL BE REMOVED
.ATIONAL DATA PROTECTION AUTHORITIES WILL BE STRENGTHENED SO THEY CAN BETTER
ENFORCE THE %5 RULES AT HOME
)N THE 5NITED 3TATES THE AMENDED &EDERAL 2ULES OF #IVIL 0ROCEDURE DIRECT
LITIGANTS ON WHAT SUBJECT MATTERS ARE IN THE PURVIEW OF THE #OURT TO RULE UPON
HOWEVER THE RULES THEMSELVES DO NOT PROVIDE EXPLICIT GUIDANCE ON HOW TO PHYSICALLY
HANDLE %3) !S A RESULT THE !MERICAN SYSTEM HAS RECOGNIZED A LIMITED SAFE HARBOR
FROM SANCTIONS ARISING FROM THE LOSS OF %3) DUE TO THE hROUTINE GOOD FAITH OPERATION
OF AN ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEMv (OWEVER THE APPLICATION OF THIS RULE
REQUIRES THAT THE PRODUCING LITIGANT DEMONSTRATE THAT IT TRIED TO PRESERVE IN GOOD
FAITH EVIDENCE IT KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN TO BE RELEVANT TO REASONABLY
ANTICIPATED OR COMMENCED LITIGATION
 %52 #/--. 7(9 $/ 7% .%%$ !. %5 $!4! 02/4%#4)/. 2%&/2- HTTPECEUROPAEUJUSTICE
DATAPROTECTIONDOCUMENTREVIEWFACTSHEETS?ENPDF EMPHASIS REMOVED	 3EE ALSO #OMMISSION 0ROPOSES
.EW $ATA 0ROTECTION 2ULES FOR THE $IGITAL !GE %52 #/--. *AN  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPECEUROPAEU
JUSTICEDATAPROTECTIONMINISITEINDEXHTML
)N ADDITION THE AMENDED RULES ADDRESS
DIGITAL SPOLIATION BY RECOGNIZING THAT IT CAN OCCUR IN VARIOUS WAYS AND CAN RESULT IN
 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 &%$ 2 #)6 0 E	 4HE TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN $ANIEL " 'ARRIE
 $ANIEL + 'ELB %DISCOVERY IN #RIMINAL #ASES ! .EED FOR 3PECIFIC 2ULES  35&&/,+ 5 , 2%6  n
	
 3EE &%$ 2 #)6 0  ADVISORY COMMITTEES NOTE INDICATING THAT THE SAFE HARBOR RULE APPLIES WHERE
THERE IS A DUTY TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE BUT NOTING THAT THIS DUTY MUST BE CARRIED OUT IN GOOD FAITH FOR THE LITIGANT TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE RULE	 3EE ALSO "ENJAMIN 3PENCER 4HE 0RESERVATION /BLIGATION 2EGULATING AND 3ANCTIONING
0RE,ITIGATION 3POLIATION IN &EDERAL #OURT  &/2$(!- , 2%6   	 DISCUSSING THE DUTY TO
PRESERVE	
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VARYING PENALTIES DEPENDING UPON THE FACTS AND LEGAL CONTEXT IN WHICH THE CLAIM
ARISES
7HILE THIS ARTICLE IS NOT ADVOCATING FOR THE SAME RULES AS THE %5 $IRECTIVE THE
LACK OF UNIFORMITY ON ACCESSING AND TRANSFERRING %3) WILL CONTINUE TO DRIVEUP
EXPENSES AND COMPLICATE CROSSBORDER LITIGATION AS %3) BECOMES FURTHER INGRAINED
INTO DISPUTES )N A WORLD WHERE BUSINESSES ARE BECOMING MORE RELIANT ON hTHE
CLOUDv FOR HOSTING AND TRANSFERRING %3) PARTIES TO CROSSBORDER DISPUTES BOTH
LITIGATION AND !$2	 CAN ONLY BENEFIT FROM UNIFORMITY IN PRESERVATION OF %3) &OR
EXAMPLE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE %5 $IRECTIVE WILL PROTECT PERSONAL DATA
EVERYWHERE IN THE %5 AS WELL AS OUTSIDE THE %5
0RESERVATION IS A COMPONENT TO THE %5 $IRECTIVE AMENDMENTS HOWEVER THE
OBLIGATION OF PRESERVATION IS MUCH MORE LENIENT PREANTICIPATED LITIGATION THAN THE
%5 COUNTERPART WHICH REQUIRES PRESERVATION BY STATUTE !S A RESULT A LACK OF
UNIFORMITY BETWEEN COUNTRIES HANDLING THE SAME %3) BETWEEN THE %5 AND ELSEWHERE
CREATES THE RISK OF SPOLIATION AND OTHER COMPLICATIONS WHICH COULD UNDERMINE ONES
CLAIM OR DEFENSE )N FACT THE ADVENT OF EDISCOVERY IN CROSSBORDER DISPUTES HAS
IMPACTED THE MANNER IN WHICH A CASE MAY PROCEED ALTOGETHER 4HERE ARE MANY
AREAS OF THE LAWSUCH AS TRADE SECRETS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTYWHERE THE
PROVISION OF EVIDENCE BY LITIGANTS IS NOT UNIFORMLY HANDLED 4HEREFORE IF TRADE
SECRETS OR TECHNOLOGY SUBJECT TO TRADE SECRET LAW	 ARE AT ISSUE IN A CROSSBORDER
DISPUTE THE MANNER IN WHICH THE %3) IS ACCESSED IN ONE COUNTRY MAY BE ILLEGAL IN
ANOTHER
II. Overview of How E-Discovery Is Handled in Various Forum 
Countries 
'LOBAL COMPANIES OFTEN HAVE OPERATIONAL NUCLEI IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES IN ORDER TO
LEVERAGE THE LOCAL ECONOMIES
 &OR EXAMPLE NOTE THAT hTHE GOOD FAITH REQUIREMENT OF 2ULE E	 MEANS THAT A PARTY IS NOT PERMITTED
TO EXPLOIT THE ROUTINE OPERATION OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM TO THWART DISCOVERY OBLIGATIONS BY ALLOWING THAT
OPERATION TO CONTINUE IN ORDER TO DESTROY SPECIFIC STORED INFORMATION THAT IT IS REQUIRED TO PRESERVEv &%$ 2
#)6 0  ADVISORY COMMITTEES NOTE .ONETHELESS THIS REQUIREMENT IS NOT EXPLICIT &%$ 2 #)6 0 E	
!LTHOUGH THE PHYSICAL OPERATIONS MAY BE SPREAD
 $)2%#4/2!4%'%.%2!, &/2 *534)#% %52 #/--. 4!+% #/.42/, /& 9/52 0%23/.!, $!4! 	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPECEUROPAEUJUSTICEDATAPROTECTIONDOCUMENTREVIEWBROCHUREDP?BROCHURE?ENPDF
 3EE -ARISSA , 0 #AYLOR #OMMENT -ODERNIZING THE (AGUE %VIDENCE #ONVENTION ! 0ROPOSED 3OLUTION
TO #ROSS"ORDER $ISCOVERY #ONFLICTS $URING #IVIL AND #OMMERCIAL ,ITIGATION  "5 ).4, ,*  n 	
DISCUSSING POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF CROSS JURISDICTION DISCOVERY OF %3)	
 3EE ID POSITING THAT INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS IN DISCOVERY RULES COULD IN SOME CASES LEAD TO hDISMISSAL OF
CLAIMS IN 53 COURTS UNDER FORUM NON CONVENIENS DUE TO    EXTRA TIME AND EXPENSEv	
 3EE $!6)$ ,!4(!-  3!()2! +(7!*! (/'!. ,/6%,,3 345$9 /. 42!$% 3%#2%43 !.$ 0!2!3)4)#
#/09).' ,//+!,)+%3	 n 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPECEUROPAEUINTERNAL?MARKETIPRENFORCEMENTDOCS
TRADE3TUDY?4RADE?3ECRETS?ENPDF NOTING THE EFFECT OF VARYING TRADE SECRET LAW AMONG %UROPEAN 5NION
MEMBER STATES ON THE PROVISION OF EVIDENCE FOR USE AT TRIAL	
 3EE ID AT n  NOTING THAT SOME %5 STATES ALLOW DEFENDANTS TO WITHHOLD INCRIMINATING DOCUMENTS
AND THAT CIVIL SEARCH ORDERS WHICH MIGHT NEED TO BE RESORTED TO IN ORDER TO GET EVIDENCE OF MISAPPROPRIATION OF
A TRADE SECRET MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE TO OBTAIN IN SOME %UROPEAN COUNTRIES	
 !S A CONSEQUENCE DATA WILL BE TRANSFERRED ACROSS JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES 3EE #AYLOR SUPRA NOTE 
AT n DISCUSSING THE %3)RELATED EFFECTS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPERATIONS	
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BROADLY IN A GEOGRAPHICAL SENSE SOME MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS CENTRALIZE THEIR
TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS IN A SERIES OF DATA CENTERS THAT MAY NOT BE OPTIMIZED FOR THE
NUANCED AND COMPLEX ISSUES OF CROSSBORDER EDISCOVERY  4HIS INEVITABLY MEANS
THAT MANY LARGE COMPANIES ARE ASSUMING SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE RISK AND EXPOSURE
TO FUTURE LITIGATION COSTS WHICH UNDERSTANDABLY MAY NOT HAVE BEEN CONTEMPLATED
YEARS AGO WHEN THE COMPANIES DEPLOYED THEIR TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURES
4HE TYPE OF LEGAL SYSTEM EMPLOYED IN A PARTICULAR COUNTRY ALSO IMPACTS HOW
DISCOVERYAND THUS EDISCOVERYIS LIKELY TO BE ADDRESSED &OR EXAMPLE AN
IMPORTANT NUANCE BETWEEN COMMON LAW AND CIVIL LAW SYSTEMS IS THE IMPORTANCE
PLACED ON DISCOVERY )N MANY COMMON LAW JURISDICTIONS SUCH AS THE 5NITED
3TATES AND THE 5NITED +INGDOM AUTOMATIC DISCOVERY IS REQUIRED 4HIS IS THE CASE
IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER THE PRODUCING PARTY INTENDS ON
USING THE SUBSTANTIVE CONTENT OF THE DISCOVERY PRODUCTION AT THE ACTUAL HEARING OR
TRIAL ON THE MERITS -OREOVER COMPANIES MUST ALSO BALANCE NOT ONLY THE COST
BENEFIT RELATIONSHIP BUT ALSO THE POTENTIAL CRIMINAL ISSUES THAT MIGHT ARISE IN
COMPLEX CROSSBORDER DISPUTES
 &OR EXAMPLE 2EED 3MITH ,,0 HAS CONSOLIDATED MOST OF ITS TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS INTO TWO DATA CENTERS
IN THE 5NITED 3TATES AND %UROPE AS A MEANS OF SUPPORTING ITS INTERNATIONAL GROWTH INCREASING COLLABORATION AND
IMPROVING THE COMPANYS SERVICE TO ITS EMPLOYEES #)3#/ 3934%-3 ,!7 &)2- ).4%2#/..%#43 ',/"!, /&&)#%3
 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCISCOCOMEN53PRODCOLLATERALVOICESWPSVCALLCONPSCASE?STUDY?
CPDF &OR MORE ON THE CHALLENGES OF EDISCOVERY WITHIN BIG COMPANIES SEE GENERALLY *ASON &LIEGEL 
2OBERT %NTWISLE %LECTRONIC $ISCOVERY IN ,ARGE /RGANIZATIONS  2)#( *,  4%#(  	
"ELOW IS AN ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL COUNTRIES AND THE
LEGAL FRAMEWORKS THAT GOVERN EDISCOVERY
 $ESPITE THIS CHALLENGE THE 5NITED .ATIONS #OMMISSION ON )NTERNATIONAL 4RADE ,AW h5.#)42!,v	
CREATED RULES AS EARLY AS  TO LESSEN DISCREPANCIES IN DOCUMENT PRODUCTION AMONG THE VARIOUS NATIONALITIES
3EE 2EP OF THE #OMMN ON )NTL 4RADE ,AW 5. $OC ! '!/2 ST 3ESS 3UPP .O  REPRINTED IN
;=  9" #OMMN ON )NTL 4RADE , 
	 4HE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL MAY IF IT CONSIDERS IT APPROPRIATE REQUIRE A PARTY TO DELIVER TO THE
TRIBUNAL AND TO THE OTHER PARTY WITHIN SUCH A PERIOD OF TIME AS THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL SHALL DECIDE
A SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENTS AND OTHER EVIDENCE WHICH THAT PARTY INTENDS TO PRESENT IN SUPPORT
OF THE FACTS IN ISSUE SET OUT IN HIS STATEMENT OF CLAIM OR STATEMENT OF DEFENSE
	 !T ANY TIME DURING THE ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL MAY REQUIRE THE PARTIES TO
PRODUCE DOCUMENTS EXHIBITS OR OTHER EVIDENCE WITHIN SUCH A PERIOD OF TIME AS THE TRIBUNAL SHALL
DETERMINE
)D 3EE ALSO 2EP OF THE #OMMN ON )NTL 4RADE ,AW *UN n*ULY   5. $OC ! '!/2 TH 3ESS
3UPP .O  AT  	 UPDATING THE 5.#)42!, !RBITRATION 2ULES INCLUDING ARTICLE  WHICH IS QUOTED
ABOVE	
 +5/#(!.' (5!.' ).42/$5#).' $)3#/6%29 ).4/ #)6), ,!7 AT XXVI 	 4HIS HOLDS TRUE NOT
ONLY IN OFFICIAL TRIALS AND HEARINGS BUT ALSO IN ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 3EE 3TEVEN # "ENNETT %$ISCOVERY
)SSUES 7HAT 0ARTIES AND 4HEIR #OUNSEL .EED TO +NOW IN !NTICIPATION OF AND $URING !RBITRATION  $)30 2%3/, *
  	 NOTING THAT THE USE OF DISCOVERY IN ARBITRATION MAY VARY SIGNIFICANTLY BETWEEN COMMON AND CIVIL
LAW JURISDICTIONS	
 3EE EG &%$ 2 #)6 0 A	 #IVIL 0ROCEDURE 2ULES  3)  0 5+	 NOTING THAT
OPPOSING PARTIES HAVE A RIGHT TO INSPECT ANY DOCUMENTS THE EXISTENCE OF WHICH HAVE BEEN DISCLOSED TO THEM	
 3EE #IVIL 0ROCEDURE 2ULES  3)  0 5+	 DEFINING THE REQUIREMENTS OF hSTANDARD
DISCLOSUREv TO INCLUDE NOT ONLY DOCUMENTS ON WHICH A PARTY hRELIESv BUT ALSO THOSE THAT ADVERSELY AFFECT ANY
PARTYS CASE OR SUPPORT ANOTHER PARTYS CASE	
 3EE EG 'ARY ! !DLER ET AL 4HE %VOLVING 3TATE OF %553 $ISCOVERY #ONFLICTS IN %,%#42/.)#
$)3#/6%29 '5)$!.#%  7(!4 #/20/2!4% !.$ /543)$% #/5.3%, .%%$ 4/ +./7  n 	
DISCUSSING BLOCKING STATUTES WHICH PROVIDE CRIMINAL SANCTIONS FOR THE DISCLOSURE AND USE OF CERTAIN DATA IN
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES	
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! !USTRALIA
4HIS SECTION CONSIDERS RECENT CHANGES TO DISCOVERY RULES IN !USTRALIA TO ADDRESS E
DISCOVERY /N *ANUARY   #HIEF *USTICE "LACK ISSUED THE &EDERAL #OURT OF
!USTRALIAS REVISED 0RACTICE .OTE  4HAT 0RACTICE .OTE HAS SINCE BEEN REISSUED AS
0RACTICE .OTE #-  n %LECTRONIC 4ECHNOLOGY IN ,ITIGATION 2ULES hTHE 0RACTICE
.OTEv	 3ECTIONS  AND B	 OF THE 0RACTICE .OTE PERMIT THE COURT TO ORDER
DISCOVERY IN ELECTRONIC FORMAT WHERE hTHE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
DOCUMENTS AND CONDUCT OF THE PROCEEDING WILL HELP FACILITATE THE QUICK INEXPENSIVE
AND EFFICIENT RESOLUTION OF THE MATTERv
4HE 0RACTICE .OTE AMENDS THE EXISTING PROCEDURAL RULES TO ACCOUNT FOR THE
COMPLEXITY OF THE DIGITAL WORLD IN WHICH CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS OPERATE
4HE 0RACTICE .OTE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE TO LITIGANTS AND THE COURTS A ROBUST
FRAMEWORK TO ADDRESS EDISCOVERY ISSUES 7ITH THIS IN MIND THE 0RACTICE .OTE
ATTACHMENTS ARE BUTTRESSED BY CHECKLISTS SAMPLE PROTOCOLS AND A GLOSSARY TO
PROVIDE VALUABLE TOOLS FOR PRACTITIONERS
s 4HE SCOPE OF DISCOVERY
/NE OF THE ATTACHMENTS TO THE 0RACTICE
.OTE IS A PREDISCOVERY CONFERENCE CHECKLIST WHICH INSTRUCTS LITIGANTS HOW TO
CONSIDER AMONG OTHER THINGS
s 3TRATEGIES FOR CONDUCTING A REASONABLE SEARCH FOR DISCOVERABLE DOCUMENTS
s 4HE MANAGEMENT OF DOCUMENTS THAT ARE PRIVILEGED AND
s 4HE ESTABLISHMENT OF A DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
4HESE CONSIDERATIONS OF COURSE VARY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FACTS OF THE DISPUTE
BEFORE THE COURT (OWEVER PARTIES BY UTILIZING THE FRAMEWORK PROVIDED BY THE
COURT WILL BE ABLE TO MORE EFFECTIVELY CONSIDER IN PARTICULAR THE COST AND TIME
IMPLICATIONS OF DISCOVERY PROCESSES WHEN SEEKING AND MAKING ORDERS FOR
 0RIOR TO THESE CHANGES THE NEED AND WAYS TO REFORM !USTRALIAS DISCOVERY RULES HAD BEEN SUBJECT TO
DEBATE 3EE "# #AIRNS !N %VALUATION OF THE &UNCTION AND 0RACTICE OF $ISCOVERY  !534, , *   	
DISCUSSING THE NEED FOR STUDY INTO THE COST OF DISCOVERY AND INTERROGATORIES IN !USTRALIA WITH AN EYE TOWARD
REFORM	 !534, ,!7 2%&/2- #/--. -!.!').' *534)#% ! 2%6)%7 /& 4(% #)6), *534)#% 3934%- n
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWALRCGOVAUSITESDEFAULTFILESPDFSPUBLICATIONS!,2#PDF DISCUSSING
PROBLEMS WITH AND FIXES FOR !USTRALIAN DISCOVERY PROCESSES	
 &%$ #/524 /& !534, 02!#4)#% ./4% ./  4(% 53% /& 4%#(./,/'9 ). 4(% -!.!'%-%.4 /&
$)3#/6%29 !.$ 4(% #/.$5#4 /& ,)4)'!4)/. 	 REPLACED BY &%$ #/524 /& !534, 02!#4)#% ./4% #- 
%,%#42/.)# 4%#(./,/'9 ). ,)4)'!4)/. 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFEDCOURTGOVAUHOWPRACTICE?NOTES?
CJ?OLDHTML
 &%$ #/524 /& !534, 02!#4)#% ./4% #-  %,%#42/.)# 4%#(./,/'9 ). ,)4)'!4)/. 	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFEDCOURTGOVAUPDFSRTFS?PPRACTICE?NOTES?CMRTF
 )D e B	
 3EE ID e  NOTING THAT THE RULE AIMS TO hENCOURAGE AND FACILITATE THE EFFECTIVE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN
PROCEEDINGS BEFOREv THE &EDERAL #OURT OF !USTRALIA	
 )D
 )D e 
 &%$ #/524 /& !534, 02!#4)#% ./4% #-  02%$)3#/6%29 #/.&%2%.#% #(%#+,)34 n 	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFEDCOURTGOVAUPDFSRTFS?PPRACTICE?NOTES?CM?CHECKLIST?PREDISCRTF
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DISCOVERY 7HILE NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL BY THE 0RACTICE .OTE THE INTENT IS TO
COMPEL PARTIES ENGAGED IN EDISCOVERY THAT IS IN GOOD FAITH AND ATTEMPT TO
hAGREE;= UPON A PRACTICAL AND COSTEFFECTIVE DISCOVERY PLANv THAT IS REASONABLE
MINDFUL OF THE ISSUES AND COST DYNAMICS AND OTHER PROBLEMS THAT CAN PLAGUE E
DISCOVERY
+EY TO THE EXECUTION OF ANY OF THESE COMPONENTS IS COMMUNICATION AMONG THE
PARTIES THE TECHNOLOGY STAKEHOLDERS AND THE COURTS 7HAT IS CRITICAL FOR GLOBAL
COMPANIES OPERATING IN !USTRALIA IS TO BE MINDFUL OF THE SPECIFIC OBLIGATIONS
RESPECTIVE TO PRESERVATION SEARCH AND PRODUCTION THAT ARE UNIQUE TO !USTRALIA )N
SUMMARY ALTHOUGH THE COSTS OF EDISCOVERY IN !USTRALIA ARE NOT AT THE EXORBITANT
LEVELS THAT LITIGANTS OFTEN SEE IN THE 53 THE COSTS IF NOT DONE PROPERLY ARE
SUBSTANTIAL
" .EW :EALAND
4HIS SECTION CONSIDERS RECENT CHANGES TO DISCOVERY RULES IN .EW :EALAND )N 
THE .EW :EALAND (IGH #OURT 2ULES #OMMITTEE IN RECOGNITION OF THESE COMPLEX
ISSUES RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO THE DISCOVERY RULES 4HESE CHANGES ARE EMBODIED
IN THE (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT 2ULES .O 	  THE NEW DISCOVERY RULES	 WHICH
MAKE SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO THE EXISTING (IGH #OURT 2ULES FOR DISCOVERY AND
INSPECTION SUCH AS THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW PRINCIPLES OF COOPERATION AND
PROPORTIONALITY !SSOCIATED WITH THESE PRINCIPLES ARE NEW DUTIES THAT REQUIRE THE
PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS OFTEN BEFORE PROCEEDINGS ARE COMMENCED AND THE DUTY
OF DISCLOSURE OF DOCUMENTS WHEN PLEADINGS ARE FILED
 3EE !534, ,!7 2%&/2- #/--. $)3#/6%29 ). &%$%2!, #/5243  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWALRCGOVAUSITESDEFAULTFILESPDFSPUBLICATIONS7HOLE$ISCOVERY#0PDF STATING THAT
PARTIES THAT FOLLOW THE 0RACTICE .OTES GUIDANCE ABOUT DISCOVERY PLANS SHOULD HAVE BETTER ESTIMATES hOF THE COST
ASSOCIATED WITH DISCOVERY AND A TIMETABLE FOR CARRYING OUT THE PROPOSED DISCOVERY PROCESSv	
4HE (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT
2ULES PROVIDE A DISCOVERY CHECKLIST WHICH PARTIES MUST CONSULT AND DEPENDING ON
THE SPECIFIC SCENARIO WHICH MAY REQUIRE PARTIES TO MAKE STANDARD OR TAILORED
 )D AT  3EE ALSO *AMES %YERS #HIEF *USTICE +EEN TO 'ET TO THE 0OINT !534, &). 2%6 &EB  
 !-	 HTTPAFRCOMPMARKETSDEALBOOKLEGALCHIEF?JUSTICE?KEEN?TO?GET?TO?THE?+ZLB0B)'GMPY
$3I)". NOTING THAT #HIEF *USTICE 0ATRICK +EANE OF THE &EDERAL #OURT OF !USTRALIA BELIEVES THAT DISCOVERY ORDERS
COULD FORCE LAWYERS TO THINK MORE DEEPLY ABOUT THEIR CASES AND COULD FOCUS AND SHORTEN LITIGATION	
 3EE . : ()'( #/524 25,%3 #/-- 02/0/3!,3 &/2 2%&/2- /& 4(% ,!7 /& $)3#/6%29 ).#,5$).'
%,%#42/.)# $)3#/6%29 !.$ ).30%#4)/. 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCOURTSOFNZGOVTNZABOUTSYSTEM
RULES?COMMITTEECONSULTATION#ONSULTATIONPAPERONDISCOVERYPDF RECOMMENDING CHANGES TO
DISCOVERY RULES	
 3EE 3CHEDULE  RULE  OF THE *UDICATURE !CT  AS SUBSTITUTED BY (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT 2ULES
.O 	  32  REG  . :	 REQUIRING THAT PARTIES hCOOPERATE TO ENSURE THAT THE PROCESSES OF
DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION ARE PROPORTIONATE TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE PROCEEDING AND FACILITATED BY AGREEMENT
ON PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTSv	
 )D RULES n REQUIRING PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS hAS SOON AS A PROCEEDING IS REASONABLY
CONTEMPLATEDv AND DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS AFTER FILING A PLEADING	
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DISCOVERY 4HE (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT 2ULES ALSO INTRODUCE A NEW LISTING AND
EXCHANGE PROTOCOL WITH INSPECTION TO TAKE PLACE BY WAY OF ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE
4HE NEW (IGH #OURT 2ULES WERE DESIGNED WITH THE INTENT OF REDUCING THE
DISPROPORTIONATE COSTS AND DELAYS THAT CAN BE CAUSED BY DISCOVERY
 h0ARTIES MUST COOPERATE TO ENSURE THAT    DISCOVERY ;IS=
PROPORTIONATE    AND FACILITATED BY AGREEMENT ON PRACTICAL
ARRANGEMENTSv
)N ADDITION THE
2ULES SEEK TO RESTRICT THE USE OF DISCOVERY AS A TACTICAL TOOL 4HE KEY CHANGES
CONTAINED IN THE 2ULES MAY BE SUMMARIZED BY THE FOLLOWING NINE OBSERVATIONS

/NCE LITIGATION IS hREASONABLY CONTEMPLATED    PROSPECTIVE PART;IES=
MUST TAKE ALL REASONABLE STEPS TO PRESERVE DOCUMENTS THAT ARE OR ARE
REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE DISCOVERABLE    v
 0ARTIES MUST MAKE INITIAL DISCLOSURE OF DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN A
PLEADING OR USED WHEN PREPARING THE PLEADING 4HE DISCLOSURE MUST
BE MADE AT THE TIME THAT THE PLEADING IS SERVED
 h0ARTIES MUST    DISCUSS AND ENDEAVOUR TO AGREE ON AN APPROPRIATE
DISCOVERY ORDERv PRIOR TO THE FIRST CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 4HE
DISCOVERY ORDER MUST ADDRESS THE MATTERS SET FORTH IN THE NEW
DISCOVERY CHECKLIST IN THE RULES
 !T THE CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE THE JUDGE MAY DISPENSE WITH THE
DISCOVERY OR ORDER EITHER STANDARD OR TAILORED DISCOVERY 7HERE
STANDARD DISCOVERY IS REQUIRED BY THE JUDGE IT ENTAILS THE PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS THAT THE PARTY RELIES UPON AND DOCUMENTS THAT ADVERSELY
AFFECT THAT PARTYS OR ANOTHER PARTYS CASE OR SUPPORT ANOTHER PARTYS
CASE
 4AILORED DISCOVERY IS PRESUMED TO APPLY INSTEAD OF STANDARD DISCOVERY
IN THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS
A7HEN THE COSTS OF STANDARD DISCOVERY ARE DISPROPORTIONATE TO
THE MATTERS AT ISSUE
 )D RULES n DEFINING STANDARD AND TAILORED DISCOVERY AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH EITHER
TYPE OF DISCOVERY SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN	
 3EE 3CHEDULE  3CHEDULE  0ART  OF THE *UDICATURE !CT  AS ADDED BY (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT
2ULES .O 	  32  3CHEDULE  . :	 LISTING AND EXCHANGE PROTOCOL REQUIRING PARTIES TO EXCHANGE
DOCUMENTS ELECTRONICALLY	
 . :()'(#/524 25,%3 #/-- SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3CHEDULE  RULE  OF THE *UDICATURE !CT  AS SUBSTITUTED BY (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT 2ULES .O
	  32  REG  .:	
 )D RULE 
 )D RULE 	
 )D
 )D RULE 	
 )D
 )D RULE 	
 )D RULE 
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B7HEN EITHER PARTY MAKES ALLEGATIONS OF FRAUD OR DISHONESTY
C7HERE THE SUMS AT ISSUE EXCEED .:  MILLION DOLLARS AND
D7HERE THE PARTIES AGREE TO TAILORED DISCOVERY
4AILORED DISCOVERY CAN INVOLVE MORE OR LESS DISCOVERY THAN STANDARD
DISCOVERY )N ADDITION TAILORED DISCOVERY REQUIRES DISCOVERY TO
PROCEED BY DOCUMENT CATEGORY OR THROUGH A METHOD hTHAT FACILITATES
THE IDENTIFICATION OF PARTICULAR DOCUMENTSv
 0ARTIES HAVE A STATUTORY OBLIGATION TO CONDUCT A REASONABLE SEARCH FOR
DISCOVERABLE DOCUMENTS
 h$OCUMENTS MUST BE EXCHANGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A NEW LISTING AND
EXCHANGE PROTOCOL SET OUT IN 0ART v 3CHEDULE  OF THE 2ULES UNLESS THE
PARTIES AGREE OTHERWISE
 )NSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS OCCURS BY WAY OF AN ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF
DOCUMENTS UNLESS THE COURT ORDERS OTHERWISE
)N ADDITION TO THE AFOREMENTIONED NINE OBSERVATIONS THE 2ULES IMPOSE
ADDITIONAL UPFRONT COSTS ON PARTIES RELATING TO THE PARTIES PRESERVATION OF
DOCUMENTS AND REQUIREMENTS TO ENGAGE IN DIALOG SUFFICIENT TO REACH AGREEMENT ON
DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION ISSUES
4HIS MEANS THAT
PAPER DOCUMENTS MUST BE SCANNED ELECTRONICALLY SO THAT ELECTRONIC
COPIES CAN BE EXCHANGED
 4HESE ADDITIONAL COST BURDENS IMPOSED BY THE
2ULES ARE PREDICATED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT BY REQUIRING THESE ACTIONS EARLY ON THE
PARTIES WILL REALIZE SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS LATER IN THE COURSE OF THE PROCEEDINGS
# 3INGAPORE
4HIS SECTION CONSIDERS RECENT CHANGES TO DISCOVERY RULES IN 3INGAPORE 3INGAPORES
NEW ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY RULES INTRODUCED IN  AS PART OF 0RACTICE $IRECTION 
h0$ v	 HAVE FACILITATED hTHE GRADUAL DEVELOPMENT AND CLARIFICATION OF THE
RULES OF DISCOVERY AS APPLIED TO ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTSv
 )D RULE 
4HE PRACTICE DIRECTION
CREATES A FRAMEWORK FOR PARTIES TO REQUEST DISCOVERY OF ELECTRONICALLY STORED
 )D RULE 
 )D RULE 
 )D RULE 	
 )D RULE 
 3CHEDULE  3CHEDULE  0ART  OF THE *UDICATURE !CT  AS ADDED BY (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT 2ULES
.O 	  32  3CHEDULE  . :	
 3CHEDULE  RULES n  OF THE *UDICATURE !CT  AS SUBSTITUTED BY (IGH #OURT !MENDMENT
2ULES .O 	  32  REG  . :	
 3EE . : ()'( #/524 25,%3 #/-- SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT h;D=ELAY AND COST CAN BE REDUCED
BY MOVING TO AN ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY REGIME WHILE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE DISCOVERY PROCESS AND THE ABILITY TO
ACHIEVE A JUST OUTCOME CAN BE IMPROVEDv	
 %LECTRONIC $ISCOVERY AND )NSPECTION OF #OMPOUND $OCUMENTS 2!*!(  4!.. ,,0  .OV 	
HTTPEOASISRAJAHTANNCOMEOASISGNPDF%LECTRONIC$ISCOVERYPDF
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INFORMATION 0$  DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY APPLY BUT EITHER PARTY MAY OPT IN
BY REQUESTING ITS APPLICATION OR BOTH PARTIES CAN AGREE TO ADOPT THE NEW RULES
4HE COURT CAN ALSO ORDER COMPLIANCE
5NDER 0$  THE SCOPE OF DISCOVERY IS SIMILAR TO THAT FOUND IN THE 5NITED
+INGDOM WHERE hA PARTY IS REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE ONLY THOSE DOCUMENTS ON WHICH HE
RELIES AND THE DOCUMENTS WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECT HIS OWN CASE OR ANOTHER PARTYS
CASE OR WHICH SUPPORT ANOTHER PARTYS CASEv 3UCH DOCUMENTS NEED ONLY BE
INDIRECTLY RELEVANT TO BE DISCOVERABLE HOWEVER IN 3URFACE 3TONE 0TE ,TD V 4AY 3ENG
,EON AND ANOTHER ;= 3'(#  THE 3INGAPORE (IGH #OURT EXAMINED HOW TO
DETERMINE WHEN DOCUMENTS ARE PART OF A hTRAIN OF INQUIRYv LEADING TO RELEVANT
DOCUMENTS AND ARE THUS DISCOVERABLE AND OUTLINED CONSIDERATIONS FOR ORDERING
DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION OF COMPOUND DOCUMENTS SUCH AS STORAGE MEDIA
CONTAINING NUMEROUS DISTINCT DOCUMENTS 
III. Making E-Discovery Uniform Across Borders 
4HE CONCEPT OF LEGAL INTERNATIONAL UNIFORMITYBOTH SUBSTANTIVELY AND
PROCEDURALLYIS SEEN IN THE CONTEXT OF ENFORCEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
AWARDS FOR THOSE NATIONS THAT ARE PARTY TO THE #ONVENTION ON THE %NFORCEMENT OF
)NTERNATIONAL !RBITRAL !WARDS TO WHICH  COUNTRIES ARE PARTIES AND  ARE
SIGNATORIES
-ANY OF THE PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES TO 4HE #ONVENTION HAVE EXTREMELY DIFFERENT
LEGAL SYSTEMS &OR EXAMPLE THE 5KRAINE )SRAEL AND *ORDAN ARE FOUR OF THE 
SIGNATORIES AND THE 5NITED 3TATES IS A PARTY TO 4HE #ONVENTION
5PON REVIEW OF THE #ONVENTION ON THE 2ECOGNITION AND %NFORCEMENT
OF &OREIGN !RBITRAL !WARDS h4HE #ONVENTIONv	 IT IS CLEAR THE PROLIFERATION OF
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DISPUTES OVER THE PAST HALF CENTURY CREATED A DEMAND FOR
HARMONIZING CROSSBORDER ENFORCEMENT OF ARBITRATION AWARDS
 4HE 5NITED 3TATES
AND )SRAEL HAVE COMMON LAW SYSTEMS HOWEVER THE 5KRAINE AND *ORDAN HAVE CIVIL
LAW SYSTEMS AND ALL FOUR COUNTRIES LEGAL SYSTEMS DIVERGE FROM ONE ANOTHER IN
IMPORTANT WAYS .EVERTHELESS ALL FOUR JURISDICTIONS hBOUGHT INTOv 4HE
#ONVENTION
 4(% 3502%-% #/524 /& 3).' 2%6)%7 /& $)3#/6%29 ). #)6), ,)4)'!4)/.  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPAPPSUPREMECOURTGOVSGDATADOC-ANAGE(IGHLIGHTS$ISCOVERY#ONSULTATION0APERPDF
 )D
 )D
 )D AT  .OTE THE SIMILARITY THAT 3INGAPORE AND THE 5NITED +INGDOM ALSO SHARE WITH .EW :EALAND
3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE 
 3URFACE 3TONE 0TE ,TD V 4AY 3ENG ,EON ET AL ;= 3'(#  0   3ING	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWLITIEDGECOMIMAGESPDFSURFACESTONEPDF
 #ONVENTION ON THE 2ECOGNITION AND %NFORCEMENT OF &OREIGN !RBITRAL !WARDS *UNE    534
 ! LIST OF CURRENT SIGNATORIES AND PARTIES INCLUDING THE NUMBERS OF EACH CAN BE FOUND AT #ONVENTION ON THE
2ECOGNITION AND %NFORCEMENT OF &OREIGN !RBITRAL !WARDS 5.)4%$ .!4)/.3 42%!49 #/,,%#4)/.
HTTPTREATIESUNORGDOC0UBLICATION-4$3'6OLUME))#HAPTER88))88))ENPDF LAST VISITED
!PR  	
 )D
 3EE 4HE 7ORLD &ACTBOOK SUPRA NOTE  DESCRIBING THE LEGAL SYSTEMS OF COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE INCLUDING
THOSE OF THE 5KRAINE *ORDAN )SRAEL AND THE 5NITED 3TATES	 #OMPARE %LIZABETH 2 3HEYN ! &OOTHOLD FOR 2EAL
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.OTABLY ALL OF THE AFOREMENTIONED FOUR JURISDICTIONS HAVE THEIR NATIONAL
LANGUAGES AVAILABLE IN -ICROSOFT 7ORD 4ECHNOLOGICALLY THE -ICROSOFT /FFICE
PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE WORKS SIMILARLY ACROSS LANGUAGES AND THEREFORE IT IS
PRAGMATIC FOR NATIONAL JURISDICTIONS USING THE SAME SOFTWARE TO UNIFY THEIR APPROACH
TO INTERPARTY EXCHANGE OF THE %3) !RGUABLY THERE IS NO REASON WHY THE SAME
CONCEPT APPLIED TO UNIFYING THE ENFORCEMENT OF ARBITRAL AWARDS COULD NOT ALSO BE
APPLIED TO THE INITIATION OF UNIFORM EDISCOVERY PRACTICES AS IT RELATES TO BEST
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES IN BUSINESS LITIGATION 4HIS UNIFICATION COULD BE ADOPTED
VIA A POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARK SUCH AS 4HE #ONVENTION OR ANOTHER
POPULAR INTERNATIONAL LEGAL INSTRUMENT GOVERNING LEGAL PROCEEDINGS BETWEEN CITIZENS
OF DIFFERENT NATIONAL ORIGINS
4HE REALITY IS %3) WILL BE INVOLVED IN NEARLY ALL SUCH PROCEEDINGS AND THE
PARTICIPANTS NEED GUIDANCE AND RESOURCES IN BOTH THE ARBITRATION AND JUDICIAL
LITIGATION CONTEXTS &OR EXAMPLE !RTICLE  OF THE 5NITED .ATIONS #OMMISSION ON
)NTERNATIONAL 4RADE ,AWS h5.#)42!,v	-ODEL 2ULES STATES THAT h;T=HE ARBITRAL
TRIBUNAL OR A PARTY WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL MAY REQUEST FROM A
COMPETENT COURT OF THIS 3TATE ASSISTANCE IN TAKING EVIDENCE 4HE COURT MAY EXECUTE
THE REQUEST WITHIN ITS COMPETENCE AND ACCORDING TO ITS RULES ON TAKING EVIDENCEv
$EMOCRACY IN %ASTERN %UROPE (OW )NSTITUTING *URY 4RIALS IN 5KRAINE #AN "RING !BOUT -EANINGFUL 'OVERNMENTAL
AND *URIDICAL 2EFORMS AND #AN (ELP 3PREAD 4HESE 2EFORMS !CROSS %ASTERN %UROPE  6!.$ * 42!.3.!4g, , 
  	 NOTING AMONG OTHER THINGS THE LACK OF JURY TRIALS IN THE 5KRAINE AND THE PRESENCE OF A UNIFIED
SYSTEM OF LOWER COURTS BUT ONLY ONE COURT OF CONSTITUTIONAL JURISDICTION	 WITH &AHED !BUL%THEM 4HE 2OLE OF
THE *UDICIARY IN THE 0ROTECTION OF (UMAN 2IGHTS AND $EVELOPMENT ! -IDDLE %ASTERN 0ERSPECTIVE  &/2$(!-
).4g, ,*  n 	 NOTING THE *ORDANIAN #ONSTITUTIONS DIVISION OF *ORDANIAN COURTS INTO SPECIAL
COURTS RELIGIOUS COURTS THAT HAVE JURISDICTION IN CERTAIN CASES INVOLVING #HRISTIANS OR -USLIMS AND CIVIL COURTS
WITH JURISDICTION OVER MOST CRIMINAL AND CIVIL CASES	 AND 4HE (ONORABLE !MNON 3TRASCHNOV 4HE *UDICIAL 3YSTEM
IN )SRAEL  45,3! ,*   	 NOTING THAT WHILE THE !MERICAN AND )SRAELI LEGAL SYSTEMS EACH DERIVE
FROM THE %NGLISH COMMON LAW SYSTEM )SRAEL DOES NOT HAVE A WRITTEN CONSTITUTION OR A JURY SYSTEM	
3IMPLY BECAUSE THE LITIGANTS ARE CITIZENS OF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES DOES NOT MEAN THE
TECHNOLOGY THAT PRODUCED THE %3) TO BE EXCHANGED HAS TO BE TREATED ANY DIFFERENTLY
DEPENDING ON THE NATIONAL FORUM WHERE THE LEGAL DISPUTE IS PENDING 3HOULD AN
ISSUE CONCERNING THE HANDLING OF %3) ARISE IN A RESPECTIVE COUNTRY THE PARTIES CAN
 #ONVENTION ON THE 2ECOGNITION AND %NFORCEMENT OF &OREIGN !RBITRAL !WARDS *UNE    534

 3EE /FFICE ,ANGUAGE 0ACKS  &!1 -)#2/3/&4 /&&)#% HTTPOFFICEMICROSOFTCOMENUSLANGUAGE
PACKSOFFICELANGUAGEPACKSFAQ(!ASPX#44ORIGIN(! LISTING THE LANGUAGES
SUPPORTED BY -ICROSOFT /FFICE INCLUDING 5KRAINIAN (EBREW !RABIC AND %NGLISH	
 3EE EG 0ROTOCOL ON !RBITRATION #LAUSES OPENED FOR SIGNATURE 3EPT    ,.43  REPRINTED
IN )) 2%')34%2 /& 4%843 !.$ /4(%2 ).3425-%.43 #/.#%2.).' ).4%2.!4)/.!, 42!$% ,!7  	
#ONVENTION ON THE %XECUTION OF &OREIGN !RBITRAL !WARDS 3EPT    ,.43  REPRINTED IN ))
2%')34%2 /& 4%843 !.$ /4(%2 ).3425-%.43 #/.#%2.).' ).4%2.!4)/.!, 42!$% ,!7  	 %UROPEAN
#ONVENTION ON )NTERNATIONAL #OMMERCIAL !RBITRATION OPENED FOR SIGNATURE !PR    5.43 
#ONVENTION ON THE 3ETTLEMENT OF )NVESTMENT $ISPUTES "ETWEEN 3TATES AND .ATIONALS OF /THER 3TATES OPENED FOR
SIGNATURE -AR    5.43  5. #/--. /. ).4, 42!$% ,!7 5.#)42!, -/$%, ,!7 /.
).4%2.!4)/.!, #/--%2#)!, !2")42!4)/. 5. 3ALES .O %6 	 AND THE UPDATED 5.#)42!,
!RBITRATION 2ULES 2EP OF THE #OMMN ON )NTL 4RADE ,AW *UN *ULY   5. $OC ! '!/2
TH 3ESS 3UPP .O  AT  	
 5.#)42!, -/$%, ,!7 /. ).4%2.!4)/.!, #/--%2#)!, !2")42!4)/. AT n 5. 3ALES .O
%6 	
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SEEK GUIDANCE FROM THE JUDICIAL AUTHORITY IN THE CONTROLLING JURISDICTION AS A PARTY
WOULD DO IN THE AFOREMENTIONED EXAMPLE UNDER 5.#)42!,S -ODEL 2ULES
*UST AS UNIFYING PROCEDURAL RULES RELATING TO %3) COULD SIMPLIFY CROSSBORDER E
DISCOVERY HOSTING OF THE DATA IN A COMMON REPOSITORY DEDICATED TO CROSSBORDER
DISPUTES WOULD EASE THE COST AND ANXIETY OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE THAT SO OFTEN
ACCOMPANIES MULTINATIONAL LITIGATION &OR EXAMPLE THE REGULATIONS SURROUNDING
THE EXPORT OF PRIVATE PERSONAL DATA FROM A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF %UROPE GREATLY
DIFFER FROM THOSE IN PARTS OF THE !SIA0ACIFIC REGION 4HE PRECISE GENRE OF PRIVATE
INFORMATION ACCESSIBLE IN ONE PART OF THE WORLD MAY DIFFER DRASTICALLY FROM ANOTHER
PART
Conclusion 
4HEREFORE THE MANNER IN WHICH EDISCOVERY IS CONDUCTED BY WAY OF
COLLECTION AND REVIEW CAN BE IMPACTED GREATLY DEPENDING UPON THE REGULATORY AND
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH A PARTICULAR LITIGATION PROCEEDS
4ECHNOLOGY IS AS INTERTWINED WITH CROSSBORDER LITIGATION AS IT IS WITH DOMESTIC
DISPUTES
 3EE EG !LAN 3 2AU 5NDERSTANDING AND -ISUNDERSTANDING	 h0RIMARY *URISDICTIONv 3YMPOSIUM
!RBITRATION AND .ATIONAL #OURTS #ONFLICT AND #OOPERATION  !- 2%6 ).4g, !2"   N 	 DISCUSSING
LEGISLATION EMPOWERING LOCAL COURTS TO ASSIST IN TAKING EVIDENCE	 !LAN 3 2AU %VIDENCE AND $ISCOVERY IN
!MERICAN !RBITRATION 4HE 0ROBLEM OF h4HIRD 0ARTIESv  !- 2%6 ).4g, !2"  n 	 DESCRIBING !RTICLE
 NOT AS AN EXPLICIT hGRANT OF POWER TO THE ARBITRATORv BUT AS AN EXPECTATION THAT A STATE COURT WOULD ASSIST IN
THE ENFORCEMENT	 3EE GENERALLY -ICHAEL & (OELLERING 5.#)42!, -ODEL ,AW ON )NTERNATIONAL #OMMERCIAL
!RBITRATION  ).4g, ,   	 DISCUSSING EXPANSIVE POWER GIVEN TO ARBITRATORS UNDER THE -ODEL ,AW
INCLUDING DETERMINING THE ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE UNDER !RTICLE  AND REQUESTING COURT ASSISTANCE IN TAKING
EVIDENCE	
4HE DEMAND FOR UNIFORMITY IN EDISCOVERY IN INTERNATIONAL LEGAL
PROCEEDINGS IS ARGUABLY GREATER WHERE DATA COMPLIANCE PROTOCOLS ARE MORE
STRINGENT )NASMUCH AS TECHNOLOGY HAS BECOME UNIFORM ACROSS BORDERS SO SHOULD
THE MANNER IN WHICH LITIGANTS HANDLE THE EVIDENCE DERIVED FROM THE TECHNOLOGY
7ITH DIFFERENT COUNTRIES OPERATING DIFFERING JUDICIAL SYSTEMS THE PATH OF LEAST
RESISTANCE TO FINDING COMMONALITY IS ON AN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL )F THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY CAN BUY INTO THE MAJOR SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND
OPERATING SYSTEMS THE SAME COMMUNITY CAN INVEST INTO A MUTUAL APPROACH TO THE
 3EE EG 0RESS 2ELEASE %UR #OMMN SUPRA NOTE 
 #OMPARE #LAY ' 7ESCOTT %'OVERNMENT IN THE !SIA0ACIFIC 2EGION  !3)!. * /& 0/, 3#)  n
	 WITH 3ETH "ERMAN #ROSS"ORDER #HALLENGES FOR %$ISCOVERY  "53 , ).4,   	 EXPLAINING
CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH %UROPEAN DATA PROTECTION RULES WITH RESPECT TO EDISCOVERY	 AND *ONATHAN )
"LACKMAN ET AL )NTERNATIONAL ,ITIGATION  ).4, ,  n *ENNIFER 4OOLE ED 	 DISCUSSING CONCERNS
REGARDING OBTAINING DISCOVERY FROM NATIONS THAT HAVE LEGISLATED GREATER PRIVACY PROTECTION THAN EXISTS IN THE
5NITED 3TATES	 3EE ALSO -OZE #OWPER  !MOR %STEBAN ! 2ECENT &RENCH 3UPREME #OURT $ECISIONS (AS
)MPLICATIONS FOR %$ISCOVERY !BROAD  !"! 3%#4)/. /& ,)4)'!4)/. #/-- /. 02%42)!, 02!#4)#% 
$)3#/6%29   	 0ETER !SHFORD $OCUMENTARY $ISCOVERY AND )NTERNATIONAL #OMMERCIAL !RBITRATION 
!- 2%6 ).4, !2"  n 	 ANALYZING %UROPEAN CASE LAW REGARDING THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF
ARBITRATION	 *AN 7 "OLT 0RIVATE 2ULES FOR )NTERNATIONAL $ISCOVERY IN 53 $ISTRICT #OURT 4HE 53'ERMAN
%XAMPLE  5#,! * ).4g, ,  &/2%)'.!&&   	 COMPARING BOTH PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE ASPECTS OF
PRIVACY PRIVILEGE AND CULTURE IN THE DISCOVERY CONTEXT	
 3EE EG %RICA - $AVILA )NTERNATIONAL %$ISCOVERY .AVIGATING THE -AZE  0)44 * 4%#( ,  0/,9
 AT n DETAILING THE CONSEQUENCES OF VARIOUS NATIONS PRIVACY LAWS ON EDISCOVERY	
 3EE SUPRA )NTRODUCTION
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HARVESTING REVIEW AND PRODUCTION OF THE INFORMATION 3UCH AN ENDEAVOR DOES NOT
STOP WITH TRIAL COUNSEL AND LITIGANTS THEMSELVES BUT ALSO REQUIRES THE PARTICIPATION
AND SUPPORT OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEMS ACROSS THE GLOBE %VERY LEGAL COMMUNITY
REGARDLESS OF GEOGRAPHY MUST GIVE SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO THE PRESERVATION
REVIEW AND PRODUCTION OF %3) #OURTS MUST EMBRACE THE EVOLVING NATURE OF E
DISCOVERY AND THE ADVANCEMENT OF MODERNDAY DOCUMENT REVIEW METHODOLOGY 4HE
VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL FORUMS WHICH TEND TO ATTRACT COMPLEX CIVIL LITIGATION MUST
CONTINUALLY WORK TOWARDS BUILDING CONFIDENCE IN A GLOBAL APPROACH TO E
DISCOVERYIRRESPECTIVE OF LEGAL VENUE OR POLITICAL SYSTEM
